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FISH ALARM SYSTEM 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a device that may be used 
by ?shermen to alert the ?sherman of a ?sh bite. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

There are a number of ?sh bite alarms or ?sh hook setting 
devices. HoWever, alarm and hook setting functions typically 
require separate non-compatible devices to accomplish both 
the alarm and the hook set. In addition, many of the bite 
indicators only Work With a particular type of reel, for a 
particular type of ?shing, or for a particular set of conditions. 
Attaching these alarm devices to the ?shing rod can disrupt 
the natural balance achieved by matching the proper rod to a 
proper reel and further could be a possible snagging haZard 
When ?ghting and reeling in a ?sh. The art of trolling for ?sh 
uses many techniques such as trolling With doWnriggers, side 
planner boards, toWing top Water baits, toWing deep diving 
baits, and toWing free line baits, as Well as many different 
Weighted baits such as the Carolina rig method, the use of lead 
core ?shing lines, and including the use of multiple rods and 
lines using different techniques simultaneously. Types of rod 
holders used in trolling With baits vary as to the trolling 
technique. Therefore, rod holders are usually pre-chosen and 
pre-existing on the Watercraft used for trolling baits. Hence, a 
?sh alarm system that is contained inside or is also a rod 
holder is not necessary nor a good alternative to preferred 
existing ?shing equipment such as rod holders. A ?sh-bite 
indicator may use a sensor, timer, gated oscillator, and 
counter, in other Words, many sophisticated internal compo 
nents rendering the indicator very complicated to repair When 
there is a component malfunction. The noise generated from 
an engine used to propel a boat When trolling for ?sh some 
times may become very loud and in some cases the pilot 
house of the boat and the pilot may be a considerable distance 
from the alarm system. This leads many to suggest a very loud 
audible alarm. There are at least tWo problems With the very 
loud audible alarm. The alarm couldbe interpreted by another 
boat Within the audible range of the alarm as a distress signal 
and the alarm could signal to other boats Within the audible 
range of the alarm that ?sh are being caught by the boat With 
the alarm and many boats Will move closer to the boat With the 
alarm causing a disruption of the ?shing in the area of the boat 
With the alarm. 
An alarm is needed that may provide for hook setting in the 

mouth of a ?sh Without an elaborate external spring mecha 
nism. There is clearly needed a simple device that may not 
encumber the ?shing rod and or line While ?ghting and land 
ing a ?sh, that is suited to the many techniques employed by 
?shermen to catch ?sh, that contains components that can be 
purchased from several different suppliers in the event that a 
component should malfunction or brake, and that is 
extremely easy to use and applies to many if not all types of 
?shing techniques. A device is needed that requires no adjust 
ments or options except When used in the most extreme con 
ditions Where an additional external spring may easily be 
installed. There is a need for an easy to use, simple ?sh alarm 
system for various conditions and requirements. 

SUMMARY 

The present invention describes a ?sh alarm system includ 
ing an alarm toggle sWitch having an at least tWo position 
sWitch for activating alarms and beginning the hook set pro 
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2 
cess; an alarm toggle arm Wherein movement of the alarm 
toggle arm from an off position to an interim position may 
activate the alarm, and movement to a hook set position may 
begin a hook set process; a tension clip for releasing a ?shing 
line, Wherein the tension clip is attached With the alarm toggle 
arm, Wherein tension may alloW a force on the ?shing line to 
move the alarm toggle arm from the alarm toggle arm off 
position, to the alarm toggle arm bite position, and to the 
alarm toggle arm hook set position then release the ?shing 
line from the tension clip as the tension further increases 
Whereby the ?shing line is free to interact directly With a rod 
and a reel; an enclosure; an alarm; and a poWer source. Dif 
ferent embodiments may comprise different additional fea 
tures and different combinations including but not limited to: 
different types of alarms including visual, audio, and remote; 
different placements of external springs for greater variety of 
alarm toggle sWitch tension; and a courtesy light for conve 
nience With night or loW light ?shing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features, aspects, and advantages of the invention Will 
become better understood With regard to the folloWing 
description, appended claims, and accompanying draWings 
Where: 

FIG. 1 is a side vieW of one embodiment of a ?sh alarm 
system illustrating the relationship of the ?sh alarm system 
With a rod, reel, and ?shing line according to the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a side vieW of another embodiment of the ?sh 
alarm system according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3A is a circuit diagram of one embodiment of the ?sh 
alarm system according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3B is a circuit diagram of another embodiment of the 
?sh alarm system according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3C is a circuit diagram of yet another embodiment of 
the ?sh alarm system according to the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a rear vieW of another embodiment of the ?sh 
alarm system With the ?sh alarm mounted separate from the 
rod holder according to the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a rear vieW of an embodiment of the ?sh alarm 
system With the ?sh alarm attached With the rod holder 
according to the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a side vieW of one embodiment of the ?sh alarm 
system With an external spring for decreasing tension to acti 
vate the alarm according to the present invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a side vieW of one embodiment of the ?sh alarm 
system With an external spring for increasing tension to acti 
vate the alarm according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of ?sh alarms and 
more speci?c to a device that may be used by ?shermen to 
alert the ?sherman of a ?sh bite. The folloWing description is 
presented to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make and 
use the invention and to incorporate it in the context of par 
ticular applications. Various modi?cations, as Well as a vari 
ety of uses in different applications Will be readily apparent to 
those skilled in the art, and the general principles de?ned 
herein may be applied to a Wide range of embodiments. Thus, 
the present invention is not intended to be limited to the 
embodiments presented, but is to be accorded the Widest 
scope consistent With the principles and novel features dis 
closed herein. 
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Overview: 
FIG. 1 depicts a ?sh alarm system 100 comprising: an 

alarm toggle switch 110 and a tension clip 130; an enclosure 
150; an alarm 160; and a poWer source 180; Wherein the alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 is attached Within the enclosure 150 and the 
alarm toggle sWitch 110 may include an alarm toggle arm 112 
Wherein the alarm toggle arm 112 extends from the alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 and is disposed through the enclosure 150, 
Wherein the alarm toggle arm 112 may be sealed Watertight 
With the enclosure 150 and the tension clip 130 is attached 
With the alarm toggle arm 112 such that a ?shing line 310 may 
be inserted in the tension clip 130, Wherein as the force on the 
?shing line 310 increases, the tension of the tension clip 130 
alloWs the alarm toggle arm 112 to move from an off position 
113 to an interim or bite position 114 for activating the alarm 
160, from the interim position 114 to a hook set position 115 
for hook set, and then release the ?shing line 310 from the 
tension clip 130 as the tension further increases Whereby the 
?shing line 310 is free to interact directly With a rod 320 and 
a reel 330; Wherein the enclosure 150 may be Watertight 
Whereby protecting electrical components and circuits Within 
the Watertight enclosure 150 from moisture; and Wherein the 
alarm 160 for ?sh bite alerting may be attached With the 
enclosure 150, and the poWer source 180 is electrically con 
nected With the alarm toggle sWitch 110 and the alarm 160 
Whereby electrical poWer is available for the alarm 160. 

Design Speci?cations: 
FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a ?sh alarm system 100 having an 

alarm toggle sWitch 110 and a tension clip 130; an enclosure 
150; an alarm 160; and a poWer source 180. The ?sh alarm 
system 100 relates to ?shing alarms that may be audible 
and/or visual With hook setting capabilities, and may have 
distant signal transmission capabilities. 

FIGS. 1, 3B, 5, and 7 depict that the alarm toggle sWitch 
110 may function as an off-on sWitch for the alarm 160. The 
alarm toggle sWitch 110 may include an at least tWo position 
alarm toggle sWitch 110. The alarm toggle sWitch 110 alarm 
toggle arm 112 may include an O-ring to seal the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110 Where the alarm toggle arm 112 extends through 
the aperture of a Watertight enclosure 150. The alarm toggle 
sWitch 110 With the alarm toggle arm 112 may include a 
certain resistance to movement betWeen positions and may 
move from the off position 113 to the hook set position 115 
With a certain amount of force. When a third position is 
included, the alarm toggle arm 112 may move from the off 
position 113 to the interim position 114 to the hook set posi 
tion 115 such that the hook set process may be accomplished 
and a second alarm may be activated. For example With a 
HONEYWELL NT series, ?at base, manual, sealed toggle 
sWitch, to move the toggle arm 112 from the off position 113 
to the interim position 114, required approximately one 
pound of force to move the distance of approximately four 
mm and to move from the interim position 114 to the hook set 
position 115 required approximately tWo pounds of force to 
move the distance of approximately ?ve mm. With some 
embodiments for extreme conditions, the amount of resis 
tance to move from the off position 113, to the interim posi 
tion 114, to the hook set position 115 may be adjusted by the 
use of an external spring. An example of one of several 
sWitches that may be used as the alarm toggle sWitch 110 
include a double pole, three position sWitch such as the HON 
EYWELL NT series, ?at base, manual, sealed toggle sWitch 
With optional panel stand-off With O-ring panel seal. The 
HONEYWELL sWitch has a spring-loaded actuating mecha 
nism. In one embodiment the alarm toggle sWitch 110 may be 
electrically connected to the poWer source 180 and to the 
alarm 160. The alarm toggle sWitch 110 may be Wired such 
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4 
that the three position alarm toggle sWitch 110 activates the 
alarm 160 When the three position alarm toggle arm 112 is 
moved from the off position 113 to the interim orbite position 
114 and may remain on in the hook set position 115. In 
another embodiment, tWo distinct alarms 160 or alarm signals 
may be connected With the three position alarm toggle sWitch 
110 With one alarm 160 connected With the interim or bite 
position terminal of the three position alarm toggle sWitch 
110 and another distinct alarm 160 connected to the hook set 
position terminal of the three position alarm toggle sWitch 
110 such that the tWo distinct alarms 160 may clarify the 
difference betWeen Whether the bait has been bitten by a ?sh 
but the ?sh has not been hooked verses When the bait has been 
bitten and a ?sh has also been hooked. Generally trolling for 
?sh is done With multiple rods and the possibility is alWays 
present that multiple ?sh Will set off multiple alarms simul 
taneously. When the bite alarm sounds and then the hook set 
alarm sounds the ?sherman Will be able to direct his imme 
diate attention to the alarm 160 that signals that the ?sh has 
been hooked. Moving the alarm toggle arm 112 back to the off 
position 113 may deactivate and reset the ?sh alarm system 
110. One function of the alarm toggle sWitch 110 is to conduct 
poWer from the poWer source 180 to the various alarms 160 
When the alarm toggle arm 112 of the alarm toggle sWitch 110 
is moved from the open or off position 113 to the closed, 
interim or hook set position 114 or 115. When the alarm 
toggle arm 112 is in the normal offposition 113, it is perform 
ing the function of an off sWitch. When the ?sh bites the bait, 
tension on the ?shing line 310 causes the alarm toggle arm 
112 to move to the bite or interim position 114 connecting the 
poWer supply to an alarm 160 causing the visual alarm 162 
and/or audio alarm 166 to activate Wherein the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110 is functioning as an on sWitch. Due to tension on 
the ?shing line caused by the biting ?sh, the three position 
alarm toggle arm 112 may move from the interim position 
114 then to the hook set position 115 and the hook may set. 
With the alarm toggle arm 112 movement to the hook set 
position 115 With the three position alarm toggle sWitch 110, 
another connection may be made by the alarm toggle sWitch 
110 such that the poWer source 180 may be connected to 
another alarm 160 or alarms 160 causing other audio alarms 
166 and/or visual alarms 162 to activate and simultaneously 
opening the connection that Was established When in the 
interim or bite position 114 Whereby the alarm toggle sWitch 
110 is again functioning as an off-on sWitch. After any alarm 
sounds or activates, the alarm toggle arm 112 may be moved 
to the original position 113 and any or all of the alarms 160 
may be deactivated. With movement of the alarm toggle arm 
112 of the alarm toggle sWitch 110 from the hook set position 
115 to the interim position 114 to the off position 113, the 
alarm toggle sWitch 110 is acting as an off sWitch. The ?sh 
alarm system 100 does not require an off-on sWitch as the 
alarm 160 uses no poWer during storage hoWever an off-on 
sWitch could be added as an option. An unused or designated 
remote terminal or a parallel connection With the used termi 
nals on the alarm toggle sWitch 110 may be used for connect 
ing the alarm toggle sWitch 110 With at least one remote alarm 
168 through one or more Water proof connections 169 on the 
enclosure 150. In one embodiment, the poWer source 180 may 
be electrically connected With the Water proof connection 169 
such that the poWer source 180 may be an external poWer 
source connected through terminals of the Water proof con 
nection 169. With another embodiment, a battery charger may 
be electrically connected With the Water proof connection 169 
such that the external poWer source connected through the 
Water proof connection 169 may supply electrical poWer for 
charging the battery. For embodiments including the Water 
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proof connection 169, the Water proof connection 169 may 
include the remote alarm 168 connection, the external poWer 
connection, or the battery charger connection or any combi 
nation of these connections. The alarm toggle sWitch 110 may 
include an aperture in the top of the alarm toggle arm 112 for 
attaching the alarm toggle arm 112 With the tension clip 130 
and/ or the external spring 212. Preferably, the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110 may include a double pole, three position sWitch 
110 that may be attached With the enclosure 150 inside of the 
enclosure 150 approximately midWay betWeen the forWard 
top edge of the enclosure 150 and the aft top edge of the 
enclosure 150 With the double pole, three position alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 disposed With an aperture in the enclosure 
150 such that an alarm toggle arm 112 protrudes through the 
aperture of the enclosure 150. The approximately midWay 
position for the alarm toggle sWitch 110 on the enclosure 150 
alloWs the ?sh alarm system 100 to be mounted either on the 
left or right side of the rod holder 340 for an ambidextrous 
capability. For bait casting reels the three position alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 may be placed on the bottom side of the 
enclosure 150 by mounting the enclosure 150 upside doWn. 
As depicted in FIGS. 1, and 2, the tension clip 130 holds 

and releases the ?shing line 310 by providing tension for 
retaining the ?shing line 310 up to a certain tension or force 
and then releasing the ?shing line 310. An adjustable tension 
clip 130 may provide a jaW type ?shing line 310 release 
Wherein the jaW members are spring biased toWard the hold 
ing position and a variety of line holding forces may be 
produced from a compression spring by adjustment. Spring 
biased jaW members may eliminate the requirement of 
threading the ?shing line 310 through an alarm device thus 
enhancing the convenience of the user. The ?shing line 310 
may be inserted in the tension clip 130 Wherein as the force on 
the ?shing line 310 increases, the tension of the tension clip 
130 alloWs the alarm toggle arm 112 to move from an off 
position 113 to an interim or bite position 114 for activating 
the alarm 160, from the interim position 114 to a hook set 
position 115 for hook set, and then to release the ?shing line 
310 from the tension clip 130 as the tension further increases 
Whereby the ?shing line 310 is free to interact directly With a 
rod 320 and a reel 330. The process of setting the hook in the 
mouth of the ?sh is ?rst begun With the ?sh pulling on the bait 
against the tension of the alarm toggle arm 112 as the alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 is Working to keep the alarm toggle arm 112 
in the off, or ready, position 113. HoWever, the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110 may toggle to the bite or interim position 114 as 
the ?sh continues to pull on the bait. As the ?sh continues to 
pull on or run With the bait the toggle may move to hook set 
position 115 and move no further Which causes the ?shing 
line 310 to come to a sudden stop completing the hook set. 
Further tension applied by the ?sh running on the ?shing line 
310 may then cause the ?shing line 310 to be released from 
the tension clip 130 such that the ?shing line 310 and the 
?shing rod 320 are free from the ?sh alarm system 100. An 
important factor here is the alarm toggle sWitch 110 alarm 
toggle arm 112 With resistance in the transition from the off 
position to the bite or hook set position. With the shorter alarm 
toggle arm 112 and With the attachment aperture closer to the 
fulcrum of the alarm toggle arm 112 there Will be an increase 
in the required force for movement such that there is less need 
for additional resistance. Examples of tension clips may 
include but are not limited to: The Adjustable Tension Fish 
Line Release described in Us. Pat. No. 5,163,246 issued to 
Byron ShaW Nov. 17, 1992; The Adjustable Tension Fish Line 
Release described in Us. Pat. No. 4,698,933 issued to Byron 
ShaW Oct. 13, 1987; or other clips With jaW members for 
holding and releasing the ?shing line 310 With a tension 
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6 
means that may include a spring for adjusting the amount of 
tension required to release the ?shing line 310. The tension 
clip 130 is attached With the alarm toggle arm 112. One 
embodiment may use a circular clip 138 to attach the tension 
clip 130 With the alarm toggle arm 112 With a preferred 
embodiment using a 22 mm diameter circular key ring for 
joining the tension clip 130 With the alarm toggle arm 112. 

FIGS. 1, 2 and 4 through 7 depict the enclosure 150 for 
containing and providing protection for electrical compo 
nents and Wire connections While in prolonged exposure to 
the elements such as Water or salt Water. Components may be 
openly exposed to the moist atmosphere resulting from the 
spray of Water caused by the Wind bloWn Water spray associ 
ated traveling to a desired ?shing spot at a high rate of speed 
in a high speed Water craft. The ?sh alarm system 100 may use 
the Watertight enclosure 150 containing these electrical com 
ponents and their Wire connections With military grade exter 
nally sealed sWitches With all attachments sealed at the 
attachment location of the Watertight enclosure 150. In addi 
tion, the alarm 160 may be a sealed alarm that is also sealed 
Where the alarm 160 attaches With the Watertight enclosure 
150. A courtesy light 200 or visual light 162 may be sealed 
With a gasket or a lens cap With an O-ring or gasket Where the 
courtesy light 200 or visual alarm 162 attach to the Watertight 
enclosure 150. A preferred embodiment of the Watertight 
enclosure 150 may be a HAMMOND Watertight polycarbon 
ate enclosure With dimensions of approximately 2.4 inches by 
2.5 inches by 4.7 inches. The enclosure 150 is easy to con 
struct needing only a feW holes drilled in a standard enclosure 
for the desired sWitches, alarms, lights, and ?xtures. 

FIGS. 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C, 6, and 7 depict alarms 160 that may 
be audible 166, visual 162, and/or may have distant signal 
transmission capabilities. Where the visual alarm 162 is desir 
able, the visual alarm 162 may include a Waterproof panel 
mount With LED holders. Another embodiment may use 
visual lights 162 sealed With a gasket, a lens cap With an 
O-ring, or gasket Where the light or visual alarm 162 attach 
With the Watertight enclosure 150. Some embodiments may 
use the audio alarm 166 having an adjustable volume Warble 
audio alarm. A preferred embodiment may use a FLOYD 
BELL, pieZo maximum 103 dB(A), at 2 feet audible alarm 
With gasket. The audio alarm 166 may be purchased With a 
volume adjustment option Which is a plastic molded cover 
Which When rotated diminishes the volume. Still other 
embodiments may include at least one remote alarm 168. The 
noise generated from an engine used to propel a boat When 
trolling for ?sh sometimes may become very loud and in 
some cases the pilot house of the boat and the pilot may be a 
considerable distance from the ?sh alarm system 100. In 
addition, it is important for the pilot of the boat to be alerted, 
as Well as the ?sherman tending the trolled baits, that a ?sh 
has bitten the bait or has been hooked since the pilot may need 
to control the Watercraft to aid the ?sherman When the ?sh 
erman is ?ghting and landing the ?sh. When a remote alarm 
168 is required, such as the pilot of the Watercraft in a remote 
location from the position of the ?shing rods, and/ or the alarm 
volume is used at a very loW decibel level, a Water proof 
connection 169 may be connected to the alarm toggle sWitch 
110. The Water proof connection 169 may be connected in 
parallel With the bite alarm connection of the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110. The Water proof connection 169 may be also 
connected in parallel With the hook set alarm connection of 
the alarm toggle sWitch 110. With the double pole, three 
position alarm toggle sWitch 110, unused terminals of alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 may be used for connection of the Water 
proof connection 169 for remote alarm communication. The 
remote alarm communication may be accomplished by Way 
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of signal transmission, Wireless connection, or by direct con 
nection With a Waterproof electrical cord betWeen the Water 
proof connection 169 and the remote alarm. An electrical 
connection With the Water proof connection 169 may directly 
activate one or more remote alarms 168 that may be audible, 
visual and/or vibrate Which may be carried by or are in close 
proximity to: the pilot controlling the boat, ?shermen tending 
the trolled baits, or others needing alarm information. Fur 
ther, trolling to catch ?sh may involve the use of sonar and 
GPS in combination With nautical maps to mark areas Where 
?sh are located. The pilot of a Water craft may desire to 
concentrate his trolling efforts on the areas of greatest num 
bers of ?sh. Marking the areas on the GPS system and nauti 
cal map Where high concentrations of ?sh are located is a 
common practice. Trolling over these concentrations of ?sh 
may be done With several different baits, at several different 
depths, several different bait rigging techniques, and several 
different speeds. Sometimes ?sh may strike bait in an area 
that is free of hooks, therefore there is no chance of catching 
this biting ?sh. HoWever With the bite alarm feature of the ?sh 
alarm system 100, the pilot may mark the necessary data With 
the location, trolling speed, and depth of actively biting ?sh. 
The ?sherman tending the rods 320 may also desire to be 
noti?ed that a bite has occurred so as to check and to replenish 
the bait, or to place a hook in the bite target area of the ?sh in 
the bait. The ?sherman tending the rods 320 may use the 
feedback of the alarm bite feature to concentrate his efforts on 
the most opportunistic baits and depths preferred by actively 
biting ?sh. The signal transmitter may not need to be con 
tained Within the enclosure 150 Wherein a Water proof con 
nection 169 may be provided as Well as a Water proof con 
nection cord. The signal transmitter, Whether placed inside or 
outside the enclosure 150 of the ?sh alarm system 100 may 
include a transmitter that is capable of signaling to, various 
existing devices and using one or more frequencies singly or 
in concert commonly found on Water craft such as frequencies 
used With: speed and temperature monitors, sonar screens, 
depth ?nders, GPS systems, marine radios including DSC 
and VHF, computers, CB radios, FRS/GMRS radios, includ 
ing all combinations of the these devices and multiple bands 
of these devices. The frequencies or the signal may be pre-set 
or adjustable to match the receiving device. With another 
embodiment, the addition of a relay 170 inside the Watertight 
enclosure 150 alloWs tWo distinct audio 166 and/ or visual 
alarms 162 to sound or activate in concert. The movement of 
the three position alarm toggle arm 112 from the off position 
113 to the bite position 114 Will cause the ?rst distinct audible 
and/ or visual alarms to activate and also close a circuit in the 
relay 170 as When bait has been bitten. When the alarm toggle 
arm 112 continues to move to the hook set position 115 from 
the bite position 114, the second distinct audio and/ or visual 
alarms Will activate and poWer is also provided at the relay 
170 such that the ?rst distinct alarms Will continue to remain 
active. All of the audio and/or visual alarms may be active in 
concert. When further tension is applied by a hooked and 
running ?sh the ?shing line 310 Will be released from the 
tension clip 130 and the ?sh may be reeled in. To turn off or 
deactivate the alarms 160, the alarm toggle sWitch 110 may be 
moved to the original off or ready position 113 at any time. In 
another embodiment With an emergency in nearby proximity, 
there is also a third feature. With the audio apertures fully 
open We noW have a very loud alarm approximately 92 db(A) 
at each audio alarm 166 times tWo With tWo audio alarms 166. 
If the embodiment, is equipped With the relay 170 and tWo or 
more audio alarms 166 including audio apertures, for an 
emergency distress signal simply open the audio apertures 
With the audio alarm 166 to the maximum and move the three 
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8 
position alarm toggle sWitch 110 to the hook set position 115. 
Attention may be draWn if the alarm 160 is not silenced in a 
short period of time. In addition, With tWo simultaneous 
remote signals being sent, the receiver of such a signal may 
respond if the alarm 160 is not silenced Within a short period 
of time. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 1, 3A, and 3B, the ?sh alarm system 

100 uses a poWer source 180 With the alarm 160 and the 
courtesy light 200. The poWer source 180 may be electrically 
connected With the alarm toggle sWitch 110 and the alarm 
160, and With embodiments including the courtesy light 200 
With the courtesy light off-on sWitch 202 and the courtesy 
light 200. In a preferred embodiment, the poWer source may 
include a KEYSTONE nine volt battery clip 182 attached 
inside the enclosure 150 for use With a nine volt battery 184. 
Additional embodiments may provide for external poWer and 
or battery charging from the external poWer source connected 
through the Water proof connector 169. 
The ?sh alarm system 100 may include a courtesy light 

200, as shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2, 3B, and 4, With a courtesy light 
off-on sWitch 202 for turning the courtesy light 200 on and 
off. One embodiment may include a tWo position courtesy 
light off-on sWitch 202 With the courtesy light sWitch 202 on 
in the on position 204 and off With the courtesy light sWitch 
202 in an off position 203. A diode 206 may be included to 
alloW the courtesy light 200 to be turned on Without activating 
the audible alarm 160. The courtesy light 200 may be used to 
facilitate inserting the ?shing line 310 into the tension clip 
130 during time of minimal light or the darkness of night 
?shing. In a preferred embodiment the courtesy light 200 may 
include a visual White signal light. 

Since there Will be extremes in the application of a product 
and the ?sh alarm system 100 may be used for very small pan 
?sh or very large predators of the oceans, an external spring 
assembly 210, as illustrated in FIGS. 6, and 7, may be used to 
control the movement of the alarm toggle arm 112 in extreme 
applications. To use the ?sh alarm system 100 for smaller ?sh 
all that is necessary is the addition of an external spring 
assembly 210 including an external spring 212, an adjustable 
tension thumb screW 214, and an external spring anchor 
bracket 216 With attaching hardWare. The external spring 
assembly 210 may be anchored externally on the enclosure 
150 of the ?sh alarm system 100 at a top end of the enclosure 
forWard of the alarm toggle sWitch 110 and attached With the 
aperture in the alarm toggle arm 112 used for attaching the 
tension clip 130 or the circular clip 138, and the external 
spring assembly 210 may be adjusted With the adjustable 
tension thumb screW 214 to create the desired pre-tension on 
the alarm toggle sWitch 110 so as to loosen the tension 
required to trip the sWitch mechanism creating a hair trigger 
effect. To use this invention for large ocean predators requir 
ing large baits Wherein large tension forces may be created on 
the alarm toggle sWitch 110; the external spring assembly 210 
may be anchored on the top side of the enclosure 150 aft of the 
alarm toggle sWitch 110 and the external spring assembly 210 
may be adjusted With the adjustable tension thumb screW 214 
so as to increase the tension required to trip the alarm toggle 
sWitch 110. In one embodiment Where the alarm 160 may be 
used only as an alarm for use With doWnriggers the, the alarm 
toggle sWitch 110 could be turned 180 degrees and the exter 
nal spring assembly 210 may be mounted and tensioned to 
activate the alarm 160 When the ?shing line 310 looses ten 
sion. The feature of the hook set may be diminished When the 
?sh alarm system 100 is used With doWnriggers in this manner 
hoWever hook setting is an accepted byproduct of using 
doWnriggers and therefore the hook setting becomes a redun 
dant feature. 
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As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the ?sh alarm system 100 may 
be attached With the rod holder 340 or the ?sh alarm system 
100 may be attached to another structure separate from the 
rod holder 340. The ?sh alarm system 100 may include a rod 
holder spacer 220 for attaching the ?sh alarm system 100 With 
the rod holder 340. A steel plate may also be included in the 
enclosure 150 for stability and reinforcement When attaching 
to rod holders 340. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 1, 4, and 5, novel features of the 

FISH ALARM SYSTEM may include: The only modi?ca 
tion necessary to existing off the shelf parts used in the ?sh 
alarm system 100 may be drilling an aperture or a hole in the 
top of the alarm toggle arm 112 and drilling of the needed 
holes in the Watertight enclosure 150 Where the desired com 
ponents are installed and sealing the attachments of the com 
ponents and the Watertight enclosure 150; the ?sh alarm sys 
tem 100 is not attached With the rod 320 and thus the rod 320 
is not encumbered; the hook may set in the ?sh With the 
adjustable tension clip 130 tension adjustability; and the user 
may have an indication of a bite, a run With the bait, and 
setting the hook. The tension from the ?sh pulls the alarm 
toggle arm 112 from the off position 113 to the bite position 
114 for activating the alarm 160, from the bite position 114 to 
the hook set position 115 for hook set, and then releasing the 
?shing line 310 from the tension clip 130 as the tension 
further increases Whereby the rod 320 and reel 330 can be 
utiliZed to land the catch. 

Manner of Use: 
As shoWn in FIGS. 1, 4, and 5, the ?sh alarm system 100 

may be used by: mounting the ?sh alarm system 100 in a close 
proximity to an existing structure Where the rod 320 and reel 
330 may be placed; placing or casting the bait in a desired 
location as Would normally be done; placing the ?shing rod 
320 in its resting place, rod holder 340 or side rail of a ?shing 
pier, inserting the ?shing line 310 into the tension clip 130; 
grabbing the ?shing rod 320 and reeling in the ?sh, When the 
alarm 160 sounds and the hook is set and the ?shing line 310 
is released from the line clip 130. The alarm toggle sWitch 110 
may be moved to its original off position 113 at any time for 
deactivating the alarm 160 or preparing the alarm 160 to 
repeat the process. This process may be repeated time and 
again Without adjustments. Any time the ?shing line 310 is 
removed from the tension clip 130, the toggle arm 112 is 
placed in the off position 113, and the alarm 160 is not in use, 
the ?sh alarm system 100 becomes dormant, as When ?shing 
is complete at the end of the day. The alarm 160 is noW 
dormant and can remain in that state, until the next time it is 
used. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A ?sh alarm system comprising: 
an alarm and a second alarm; a poWer source; an enclosure; 

and in combination an alarm toggle sWitch and a tension 
clip; 

Wherein the alarm toggle sWitch includes a three position 
sWitch including an off position, an interim position, and 
a hook set position; 

Wherein the alarm toggle sWitch is attached Within the 
enclosure and the alarm toggle sWitch includes an alarm 
toggle arm disposed through the enclosure; 

Wherein the alarm is attached With the enclosure and the 
alarm is disposed through the enclosure such that the 
alarm may alert a user; Whereby the enclosure protects 
electrical components and circuits Within the enclosure; 

Wherein the poWer source is electrically connected With the 
alarm toggle sWitch and the alarm Whereby electrical 
poWer is available for the alarm; Wherein the alarm 
toggle sWitch further includes a speci?c amount of force 
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required to toggle the alarm toggle arm from the off 
position, located aft of a mid vertical position of the 
alarm toggle sWitch, to the interim position, located at a 
mid position aligned With the mid vertical position of the 
alarm toggle sWitch, and then to the hook set position, 
located forWard of the mid vertical position of the alarm 
toggle sWitch, Wherein the speci?c amount of force 
required to toggle the alarm toggle arm from the off 
position, to the interim position, and then to the hook set 
position, is increased as the force exerted by a ?shing 
line is increased; and Wherein a circular ring clip 
attaches the tension clip With the alarm toggle arm such 
that the ?shing line may be inserted in the tension clip 
Wherein as the force on the ?shing line increases, a 
tension of the tension clip alloWs the alarm toggle arm to 
toggle from the off position to the interim position and 
activating the alarm from a bite to indicate a bite alarm 
such that the interim position may be used for activating 
the alarm from the bite before a hook set, and as the force 
on the ?shing line further increases, the tension of the 
tension clip alloWs the alarm toggle arm to toggle from 
the interim position to the hook set position for the hook 
set and activating the second alarm from the hook set to 
indicate a hook set alarm, and then to release the ?shing 
line from the tension clip as the tension further increases 
Whereby the ?shing line is free to interact directly With a 
rod and reel and the alarm toggle arm is physically 
toggled to its original off position to deactivate the 
alarm. 

2. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
enclosure is a Watertight enclosure, Wherein the Watertight 
enclosure is sealed With the alarm toggle arm, and is sealed 
With the alarm Whereby the Watertight enclosure protects the 
electrical components and circuits Within the Watertight 
enclosure from moisture. 

3. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
tension clip is an adjustable tension clip Wherein the adjust 
able tension clip comprises jaW members that are spring 
biased toWard a holding position producing a variety of hold 
ing forces from a compression spring Whereby the tension of 
the clip may be adjusted for the desired tension for releasing 
the ?shing line such that the ?shing line may be inserted in the 
spring biased jaW members Wherein as the force on the ?shing 
line increases, the tension of the tension clip alloWs the alarm 
toggle arm to toggle from the off position to the hook set 
position for activating the alarm from the hook set, Whereby 
the tension of the clip may be adjusted by adjusting the 
compression spring for the desired tension for releasing the 
?shing line. 

4. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
adjustable tension clip comprises a ?sh line release, the ?sh 
line release consisting of ?rst and second elongated j aW mem 
bers positionable betWeen open and closed positions, each 
jaW member including an interconnected end, a central region 
having inner sides and lateral edges and a free end, means 
connecting the jaW members together at their interconnected 
ends, a compression spring located betWeen the jaW mem 
bers’ central regions biasing the jaW members’ free ends 
toWard each other toWard the closed position, a ?sh line 
engaging portion de?ned upon each jaW member free end, the 
jaW member ?sh line engaging portions being in opposed 
relation and engaging each other at the jaW members’ closed 
position, the improvement comprising, elongated, spring 
locating means de?ned on at least one of the jaW members’ 
central region inner sides extending in a direction of a length 
of the associated jaW member associated With the compres 
sion spring, said spring locating means locating a position of 
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the compression spring between the jaW members With 
respect to a distance betWeen the spring and the jaW members ’ 
interconnected ends, the compression spring being adjustably 
positionable relative to said spring locating means to selec 
tively adjust the distance betWeen the spring and the jaW 
members’ interconnected ends to vary the force biasing the 
jaW members’ free ends toWard each other. 

5. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
poWer source includes a nine volt battery clip disposed in the 
enclosure for use With a nine volt battery. 

6. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein at 
least one of the alarm and second alarm includes a visual 
alarm. 

7. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein at 
least one of the alarm and second alarm includes an audio 
alarm. 

8. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 further com 
prising a courtesy light and a courtesy light off-on sWitch 
attached With the enclosure, and a diode attached Within the 
enclosure, Wherein the courtesy light and the courtesy light 
off-on sWitch extend through the enclosure and the courtesy 
light is disposed With the enclosure such that the courtesy 
light may be used for illumination for inserting the ?shing line 
in the tension clip, Wherein the diode is electrically connected 
With the poWer source and the courtesy light such that the 
diode may be used to prevent the alarm from activation When 
illuminating the courtesy light, and Wherein the courtesy light 
off-on sWitch may be electrically connected betWeen the 
courtesy light and the poWer source to sWitch the courtesy 
light off and on. 

9. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 8 Wherein one 
of the alarm and second alarm comprises the courtesy light 
Which is a visual alarm used for the dual purpose of alerting 
the user as Well as illumination for inserting the ?shing line in 
the tension clip. 

10. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 further 
comprising an external spring assembly including an external 
spring, an adjustable tension thumb screW and an anchor 
bracket Wherein the external spring is attached betWeen the 
alarm toggle arm and the anchor bracket Wherein the anchor 
bracket is attached With an outside of the enclosure such that 
the force required for moving the alarm toggle arm may be 
increased or decreased. 

11. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 10 Wherein 
the anchor bracket is disposed on the enclosure forward of the 
alarm toggle arm such that it decreases the ?shing line tension 
required for moving the alarm toggle arm, creating a hair 
trigger effect Wherein smaller ?sh may be successfully 
caught. 

12. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 10 Wherein 
the anchor bracket is disposed on the enclosure aft of the 
alarm toggle arm such that it increases the ?shing line tension 
required for moving the alarm toggle arm Whereby as the 
alarm toggle arm moves to the hook set position the hook 
setting process may begin as the ?sh alarm system alarm is 
activated. 

13. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 further 
comprising a Water proof connection for communication of a 
signal to at least one remote alarm from a terminal of the 
alarm toggle sWitch such that movement of the alarm toggle 
arm may be used to activate the signal and communicate the 
signal through the connection to the at least one remote alarm. 

14. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 further 
comprising a Water proof connection Wherein a battery 
charger may be electrically connected With the Water proof 
connection such that an external poWer source connected 
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through the Water proof connection may supply electrical 
poWer for charging the battery. 

15. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 further 
comprising a Water proof connection including terminals 
Wherein an external poWer source may be connected through 
the terminals of the Water proof connection as the poWer 
source When the external poWer source is desired. 

16. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
enclosure may be attached to a structure that is not a ?shing 
rod Whereby the ?shing rod is not encumbered by the ?sh 
alarm system and the ?shing rod, a reel, and the ?shing line 
may be used unencumbered to ?ght and land a ?sh. 

17. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 16 Wherein 
the enclosure may be attached to a structure that is not a 
?shing rod holder. 

18. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1: 
Wherein the tension clip is an adjustable tension clip 

Wherein the adjustable tension clip comprises jaW mem 
bers that are spring biased toWard a holding position 
producing a variety of holding forces from a compres 
sion spring Whereby the tension of the clip may be 
adjusted for the desired tension for releasing the ?shing 
line such that the ?shing line may be inserted in the 
spring biased jaW members Wherein as the force on the 
?shing line increases, the tension of the tension clip 
alloWs the alarm toggle arm to toggle from the off posi 
tion to the hook set position for activating the second 
alarm from the hook set, Whereby the tension of the clip 
may be adjusted by adjusting the compression spring for 
the desired tension for releasing the ?shing line; 

Wherein the enclosure is a Watertight enclosure, Wherein 
the Watertight enclosure is sealed With the alarm toggle 
arm, and sealed With the alarm and second alarm 
Whereby the Watertight enclosure protects the electrical 
components and circuits Within the Watertight enclosure 
from moisture; Wherein the alarm toggle arm is disposed 
approximately half Way betWeen forWard and aft ends of 
the enclosure; Wherein the alarm toggle arm is sealed 
through the enclosure; Wherein the poWer source 
includes a nine volt battery clip attached inside the 
enclosure for use With a nine volt battery; and one of the 
alarm and second alarm includes a visual alarm that is 
sealed such that the visual alarm is sealed for preventing 
moisture in the enclosure Wherein the visual alarm is a 
light, the other of the alarm and second alarm further 
includes an adjustable volume Warble audio alarm that is 
sealed With the enclosure thereby protecting the enclo 
sure from moisture; and 

further comprising a courtesy light, a courtesy light off-on 
sWitch attached With the enclosure and a diode attached 
Within the enclosure such that the light and the courtesy 
light off-on sWitch extend through the enclosure through 
a gasket for maintaining a Watertight seal and the cour 
tesy light is disposed With the enclosure such that the 
light may be used for inserting the ?shing line in the 
tension clip, Wherein the diode is electrically connected 
With the poWer source and the courtesy light such that 
the diode may be used to prevent the alarm from activa 
tion When illuminating the courtesy light and Wherein 
the courtesy light off-on sWitch may be electrically con 
nected betWeen the courtesy light and the poWer source 
to sWitch the courtesy light off and on. 

19. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 18 further 
comprising a relay attached With the three position alarm 
toggle sWitch Whereby the relay may activate additional 
visual and audio alarms; and further comprising an external 
spring assembly including an external spring, an adjustable 
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tension thumb screw and an anchor bracket, Wherein the 
external spring is attached betWeen the alarm toggle arm and 
the anchor bracket, Wherein the anchor bracket is attached 
With an outside of the enclosure, such that the force required 
for moving the alarm toggle arm may be increased or 
decreased. 

20. The ?sh alarm system according to claim 1 Wherein the 
alarm includes an adjustable Volume Warble audio alarm and 
the second alarm includes a second tone audio alarm electri 
cally connected With the three position alarm toggle sWitch 
such that one tone of the adjustable Volume Warble audio 
alarm may be used for the bite alarm and another tone of the 
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second tone audio alarm may be used for the hook set alarm; 
and further comprising a Water proof connection for trans 
mission of a signal to at least one remote alarm Wherein a 
terminal of the alarm toggle sWitch is electrically connected 
With the Water proof connection such that the terminal may be 
used to activate the signal and communicate the signal 
through the Water proof connection to the at least one remote 

alarm; 
Wherein the enclosure is a 2.4 inch by 2.5 inch by 4.7 inch 

Watertight polycarbonate enclosure. 

* * * * * 


